
Helping patients and their
family caregivers become
more engaged members   
of their medical teams

Managing Your 
Role of Patient 
or Caregiver



Navigating your New Role

Being a patient, or family caregiver, is overwhelming and scary. And it’s really hard work. You must learn as you 
go. You don’t and won’t get everything right. And it’s hard to manage without lots of external support.  

My message to patients and families – you can do this. Take it one day at a time. Do the work necessary to  
be an organized and involved member of the medical team so that you can manage your role as patient or 
caregiver as effectively as possible to help you receive the best possible outcome while enjoying each day  
as much as possible.

I’d also like to share what I consider to be some important things for a patient or caregiver to consider during 
an illness or injury, hoping I might alleviate some of the stress and spare others from making the same mis-
takes we did.

Managing an Illness or Injury is Overwhelming – but Knowledge is Power

It is important to realize that everyone is overwhelmed in these situations. It is common to feel stressed by the 
illness/injury, new medical terminology, endless appointments, managing complicated medication routines, and 
worrying about the outcomes, all while trying to balance the rest of your life, including potentially increasing 
financial pressures. 

As you progress through your illness or injury, realize there are many opportunities for mistakes along the way 
– from you, your doctor, the pharmacy, the hospital, the lab, etc. Being aware that you may not understand as 
well as you think you do, or that doctors make mistakes, can help you be the best patient or caregiver you can 
be. And remember, knowledge is power. Avoid the temptation to bury your head in the sand.

Patient Engagement is Critically Important

Effective communication in the patient-physician relationship is linked to better health outcomes. Patients who 
are less involved in their care are more likely to be readmitted into the hospital, have a medical error in diagno-
sis or treatment, and have poor coordination of care among the doctors treating the patient.

Become Health Literate

Nearly 90% of adults have difficulty understanding and using the everyday health information. Without clear 
understanding, people are more likely to:

 • Skip needed medical tests

 • End up in the emergency room

 • Have difficulty managing chronic illnesses

Be Aware of Medication Errors and Misuse

 • There are 1.5 million preventable adverse drug events each year.

 • Over 50% of Americans do not take their medications as prescribed.

 • Up to 20% of prescriptions are dispensed with errors. 

 • Medication non-compliance leads to thousands of adverse health events or deaths each month.



Be the Best Patient or Caregiver You Can Be
 
Be Engaged in the Process
 • Be an informed and involved member of the medical team. Develop relationships with your 
  medical team. 

 • Don’t be afraid to be the “squeaky wheel”.  Be politely assertive. Advocate. Ask questions.

 • Ask for clarification and explanations as needed. Don’t be afraid to repeat questions 
  until get answers you understand.

 • Ask as many questions as you need throughout your illness or injury, not just at initial diagnosis.  

 • Realize you might have to tell the patient’s story to many different doctors at different points in the 
  process. Don’t shorten the story or leave out important details because you are frustrated by 
  having to repeat yourself.

 • Get a second, or third, opinion (from a doctor at a different hospital, if possible). Your doctor won’t   
  be insulted. Bring copies of your medical records with you.  

 • If you feel something is “not right”, speak up! 

 • You have the right to delay or decline any medication or procedure.

Be Prepared and Stay Organized
 • Go to all medical appointments with written questions and concerns. Address all your important 
  issues towards the beginning of the appointment.

 • Bring your medical records with you TO each appointment. Don’t assume each doctor has received 
  notes and test results from your other doctors.

 • Use a notebook to keep track of everything – including your questions and the corresponding 
  answers, medications prescribed and used, other recommendations, symptoms and test results.

 • Follow up on test results if you haven’t heard back within the expected time frame.  Don’t assume 
  “no news is good news”.

 • Know when to call the doctor or go to the emergency room as symptoms develop or worsen.

Follow Medication Regimens
 • Carry your list of medications with you at all times.
 • Make sure each doctor has a complete list of medications, including over the counter drugs. Don’t 
  assume each doctor knows what other doctors have prescribed.
 • It is vital that all medications are taken as prescribed and all reactions recorded and reported to the 
  doctor. When getting new medications, find out how and when to take each one.

Don’t be Afraid to ask for Emotional Support
 • Realize that most illnesses and injuries have their ups and downs.  
 • Stay connected to family and friends; don’t hesitate to ask for and accept help.

Last but not least, you can do this

It’s critically important to do the work necessary to be an organized and involved member of the medical team. 
Managing your new role, whether you’re the patient or caregiver, as effectively as possible will contribute to 
receiving the best outcome possible.


